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Call me man

Let's handle this shit

You're not telling me what
you need

I've always come thru for
you on anything you need
man.

Let's handle this shit. No
need to try and hurt me
man. I can help you

Please brother.
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How much you need the
check for?

Answer the question man.
How much?
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U done

Since u lied

And settle for 10k

With my signature

I suing u now

I have my documents

U done

Lisa
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Let's handle this shit

You're not telling me what
you need

l've always come thru for
you on anything you need
man.

Let's handle this shit. No
need to try and hurt me
man. I can help you

Please brother.

l'm here when you want to
talk.
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That shouldn't have
happened. lwas holding
out for more money

We'll make this right and
you'll get your money and
some.
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Okay Thanks I know Yes
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We'll make this right and
you'll get your money and
some.

Even if I gotta do it myself

l'll take responsibility for
office handling that. But I

want to make sure we're
good. That's all man.
Brother to brother

I'll have check for mortgage
to you this afternoon

Kim will call you and deliver
it.

The overdue payment.
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